Earlier this year, Karen Renaud was sitting at her desk working on her laptop. Then disaster struck: she knocked over a flask of water, giving her laptop a veritable shower. The laptop died as the water seeped into the keyboard.

Other disasters befall laptops -- hard drives fail, malware encrypts hard drives and laptops are lost, stolen or catch fire. Because we use our devices to store personal files, valued images and important work documents, this kind of event can be disastrous.

To reduce the probability of disaster, we install anti-virus software, we do not click on links in suspicious emails and we do not download apps from unknown sources. This is *resistance*. One can maximise resistance, but never achieve total immunity from disastrous events or the efforts of hackers.

Resistance efforts must be paired with an attempt to bolster *resilience*, to ensure that we are able to recover from disasters. Consider the recent pandemic. To resist the spread of Covid-19, nations were quarantined and practised social distancing. To enable resilience, governments aimed to ensure that those who did catch the virus received the best possible treatment in hospital.

One of the best ways to achieve resilience in the face of data loss is to make regular backups. Backing up seems like a no-brainer, but on its own goes only part way towards recovering from a disastrous event. It is a lot more complicated than it should be. For example, we can pay for a cloud-based service to keep copies of our files. While this ensures that our precious files are not lost, it does not reduce the amount of time that it takes to get back to where we were before the disaster. It takes days to re-install all the applications and files and to be as productive as you were in the moments before the disaster occurred.

Those with disposable income and a Mac device can pay for iCloud to back up their files or use Apple\'s Time Machine to make full backups of everything: files, apps, music, photos, email, documents and system files. What about the rest of the population? Their devices and files are as valuable to them as to anyone else: what should they do?

The reality is that making manual backups tends to be time-consuming and effortful. Moreover, the air-gapped backup ought to be kept in a different location, in order to ensure resilience in the face of disasters. This, too, requires regular effort. Furthermore, the privacy of backup data should be assured, usually by using encryption -- and this requires a level of technical expertise that many do not possess.

Due to these difficulties, many make use of cloud services to back up their most valuable files, but free services offer limited storage space and there is always the risk that the confidentiality of personal data stored on the cloud will be compromised. Furthermore, operating systems, apps and settings cannot be backed up in this way.

There\'s no easy solution to this conundrum, but what we cannot do is to put our heads in the sand and hope that disaster will never strike. We are planning to carry out research to come up with more usable resilience solutions -- for now we can only advise people to make backups in whatever way they can.
